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WCOV Fox 20 

Programs and Issues 
 
 

3rd Quarter 2021 

 
 

WCOV Fox 20 is charged by the FCC to serve the public interest with our programming 

efforts.  We address this responsibility with programming that covers a variety of relevant 

issues.  Issues addressed include the following: 

 

1. Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement 

Situational awareness and education are ingredients to crime prevention.  Law 

enforcement efforts in our viewing area are highlighted.  Community programs, 

partnership activities and collaboration, resource upgrades, and other proactive efforts 

are recognized.    

2. Public Safety 

Safety information provided includes identifying security issues, emergency 

management, emergency response, and other issues addressing quality of life.  Safety 

includes physical safety as well as security of health, money, belongings, jobs, and 

families.  Information is provided to aid positive implementation of programs that assist 

the complex goal of protection of the public.    

3. Education and Development  

Learning opportunities available in our community are shared so that community 

betterment is enabled one individual at a time.     

4. Health Issues 

Information that promotes physical, mental, and social wellness in our community is 

shared. 

5. Volunteer Opportunities, Programs, and Efforts 

Volunteer opportunities and programs for the benefit of other people are communicated 

to viewers.  Contributions from corporations, groups, and individuals is shared.  The 

availability of assistance from these programs is also shared.  A positive community 

impact from efforts toward worthy causes is the goal of communications regarding 

volunteerism.     

6. Economic Development 

Information regarding economic growth and its community impact is reported.  This 

issue includes employment, business development, local business highlights, and other 

expansions of capacity and advancement.    

7. Community Events  

Civic, political, public, or educational activities or functions to which the public is 

invited to participate, or attend is communicated to viewers.   



 

 

 

 

8. Civic Affairs 

Community issues regarding elections, voting, political administration, and 

governmental topics is addressed to enable more informed decisions and increased 

engagement by station viewers.   

9. Civil Rights History 

Our viewing area includes a rich local history that provides a front row seat and unique 

opportunity to share the story of people, places, and events significant in the struggle 

for equality and justice and the resulting local, national, and international impact. 

10. Resources   

Resources available to address physical, mental, and social needs are communicated.      

  



 

 

 

 

WCOV Programs and Issues Summary 

3rd Quarter 2021 

Program Overview 
 

 

 

 

DR. OZ 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 7:00AM TO 8:00AM; 10:05PM to 11:05PM 
 

Dr. Oz has won Ten Daytime Emmy Awards for “The Dr. Oz Show”.  He is an attending 

physician at NY Presbyterian-Columbia Medical Center and still performs dozens of heart 

operations annually.  Dr. Oz received his undergraduate degree from Harvard University in 

1982 and obtained a joint MD and MBA from the University of Pennsylvania School of 

Medicine and Wharton Business School in 1986.  He has authored over 400 original 

publications, book chapter and medical books.     

 

Previously, Dr. Oz was featured as a health expert on “The Oprah Winfrey Show” for six 

seasons, Dr. Mehmet Oz, dispenses advice on healthy living.  He has published eight New 

York Times Best Sellers.  He co-founded Sharecare.com which won “Best Medical App” 

award for AskMD in 2014 and its DoctorOz app was nominated for an Emmy in 2017.  In 

2003, Dr. Oz founded Heathcorps which emulated the Peacecorps by putting energetic recent 

college graduates into high schools around the country to teach diet, fitness and mental 

resilience.  Over a million teens have been influenced by this nationwide program. 

 

Dr. Oz has been named Time magazine’s 100 Most Influential People, Forbes’ most influential 

celebrity, Esquire magazine’s 75 Most Influential People of the 21st Century, a Global Leader 

of Tomorrow by the World Economic Forum, Harvard’s 100 Most Influential Alumni, and 

many other honors.  

 

The Dr. Oz Show’s first episode date was September 14, 2009.  Topics covered on The Dr. Oz 

Show include health, wellness, fitness, diet and nutrition, sleep, skin care, true crime, and 

beauty information.  Information relevant to COVID 19, diabetes, aging, weight loss, and other 

health topics are often addressed.             

 

 

 

 

HOT BENCH 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 11:00AM-12:00 NOON 

From the producers of Judge Judy, HOT BENCH adds a new dimension to the court genre, 

with a panel of three judges hearing court cases, arguing the merits of the case amongst 



 

 

 

 

themselves and rendering a verdict.  'Hot Bench' is a term used to describe a court where the 

judge or judges frequently interrupt lawyers' presentations with questions, often leading to 

lively exchanges.  A variety of topics related to law, crime, public safety, and education are 

regularly addressed.   

"When my husband Jerry and I were in Ireland recently, we visited the courts and watched a 

three-judge bench, which I found both fascinating and compelling," Judge Judy Sheindlin said. 

"I immediately thought what a terrific and unique idea for a television program that brings the 

court genre to the next level. We have assembled three individuals with extremely varied 

backgrounds to serve as the judges. They are smart and talented, with terrific instincts and 

great chemistry, and are sure to create a “hot bench." 

HOT BENCH's trios of judges are Judge Patricia DiMango, Judge Michael Corriero and Judge 

Tanya Acker.   

Tanya Acker is an experienced litigator who has represented a wide variety of clients.  She is a 

Yale Law School graduate and served as a judicial law clerk to the Honorable Dorothy Wright 

Nelson on the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.  After her clerkship, the Office of the 

Solicitor General in the U.S. Department of Justice awarded her a Bristow Fellowship.  In 

private practice, Acker’s legal work spanned a variety of matters from civil litigation involving 

public and private entities, to various constitutional cases, to the provision of business 

counseling and advice.  She also maintained a commitment to pro bono work, receiving the 

ACLU’s First Amendment Award for her successful representation of a group of homeless 

individuals against the City of Santa Barbara.  She maintains an active involvement in various 

philanthropic, civic and business organizations.   

Patricia DiMango was first appointed to serve as a judge in the criminal courts for the city of 

New York by Mayor Rudolph Guiliani.  Thereafter she was elected to the New York State 

Supreme Count bench in the 2nd and 11th Judicial Districts.    She became the Italian American 

woman ever appointed to these positions.  Soon after, she was elevated to the position of First 

Deputy Administrative Judge for criminal matters, 2nd Judicial District.  Her reputation as stern 

and fair assisted her in handling a large volume of serious felony cases from their arraignment 

through trial including a number of high-profile trials.  Awards include Alumna of the Year 

from Brooklyn college, the Rapallo Award, the Distinguished Judiciary Award from the 

Catholic Lawyers Guild, and Woman of the Year by the New York State Supreme Court 

Officers Association.  She received her law degree from St. John’s University where she 

graduated in the top 10 percent of her class.  She also holds a Master’s Degree from Columbia 

University in Developmental Psychology.  While pursuing her Master’s Degree, Justice 

DiMango was a school teacher for the New York City Public Schools, focusing on special 

education of children with emotional and intellectual deficiencies.            

Michael Corriero served as a prosecutor in the office of Manhattan District Attorney Frank 

Hogan, a criminal defense attorney and a judge for 28 years in the criminal courts of New York 

State.  For 16 years he presided over Manhattan’s Youth Part, a special court he created in the 

Supreme Court of New York State designed to focus attention and scarce resources on young 

offenders prosecuted as adults pursuant to New York State’s Juvenile Offender law.  This 

program became a model for mobilization and coordination of treatment and social services for 



 

 

 

 

children prosecuted in adult courts.  He retired from the bench in 2008 and became Executive 

Director of Big Brothers Big Sisters of New York City.  He is an alumnus of St. John’s 

University School of Law.  He is an author and lecturer.  Honors include The New York 

Foundling’s Lifetime Achievement Award, Advocate of the Decade, The Eleanor Roosevelt 

Award, Excellence in Juvenile Justice, Frank Hogan Recognition Award, Excellence in 

Children’s Advocacy Award, and many others.           

 

 

JUDGE MATHIS 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 12:00NOON TO 1:00PM & 11:05PM TO 12AM 
 

Judge Mathis is currently in its 21st season and has a full docket that engages and excites 

viewers from coast to coast.  Judge Mathis is a national figure known for his advocacy 

campaigns for equal justice. His inspirational life story of a street youth who rose from jail to 

Judge has provided hope to millions who watch him on the award-winning television court 

show, Judge Mathis, each day. In addition, his weekly newspaper column brings social and 

political insight to readers throughout the country.  

 

Judge Mathis’s public service career began in college where he led ‘Free South Africa’ and 

voter registration campaigns on campus. After graduating from college in 1983, he joined the 

staff of Detroit City councilman, Clyde Cleveland.  He was the youngest judge in Michigan’s 

history, and served as a Superior Court Judge for Michigan’s 36th district.  In his efforts to 

reach out to youth and ex-offenders both in and outside of the courtroom, Judge Mathis opened 

a community center in his hometown of Detroit and has assisted thousands of youth with his 

non-profit agency Young Adults Asserting Themselves (Y.A.A.T.), an agency that provides 

career, business start-up and job opportunities, as well as job training and college enrollment 

assistance. 

 

In honor of his years of work and commitment to his hometown of Detroit, the city honored 

Mathis by naming one of the streets, Mathis Avenue, after him. The street is part of a new 

housing development, which replaced the housing projects he grew up in.  Judge Mathis has 

received numerous awards and keys to the city from government officials and is the recipient 

of Honorary Doctorates from both Florida A&M University and Eastern Michigan University. 

 

Judge Mathis presides over real, hard-hitting cases and his decisions are legal and binding.  His 

use of the bench to provide resolution and counseling to litigants before him has catapulted 

Judge Mathis to the forefront of a national dialogue about real issues facing contemporary 

society.  His trademark sense of humor, personal commitment to social and equal justice, and 

degree of humanity and forthrightness distinguish him from the rest of the genre.  His program 

provides information on issues including law, crime, education, social and family matters, and 

resources.         

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

THE PEOPLE’S COURT 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 1:00PM TO 2:00PM & 12:00AM TO 1:00AM 

 

The honorable Judge Marilyn Milian returns to celebrate a decade of dockets on the courtroom 

series that launched the entire court show genre. Milian continues to render verdicts and 

dispense legal insight in the courtroom where justice and reality collide. 

 

"The People's Court," draws on ordinary people who have filed grievances in civil court and 

have opted to have their cases heard and mediated by Judge Milian. An experienced team of 

researchers continually canvas courts across the country in search of the most compelling, 

unique and thought-provoking cases. Running the gamut from disputes between neighbors and 

family members, to unsatisfied customers suing businesses, Milian's decisions, based on 

current law are final and binding. "These cases are never about the money, they're about 

principle," Milian proclaims. "The People's Court" has been delivering reality television to 

viewers for over two decades.  

 

Judge Marilyn Milian brings over 19 years of legal experience to the bench. Milian was 

appointed to the Miami Circuit Court in 1999 by Governor Jeb Bush, where she served in the 

Criminal Division. Prior to that, she spent five years in the Miami County Court in the 

Domestic Violence, Criminal and Civil divisions. She was appointed to the County Court by 

then-governor, Lawton Chiles. Before serving in the County Court, Milian worked for 10 years 

as an Assistant State Attorney for the Dade County State Attorney's Office, personally hired by 

Janet Reno. 

 

Judge Milan is honored to be the first Latina Judge to host a nationally syndicated television 

court show.  She often uses pearls of wisdom recalled from her Cuban mother and grandmother 

when addressing litigants.  She is well known for her dedication to the Hispanic community 

and as strong voice against domestic violence.     

 

Harvey Levin serves as the series’ host and legal reporter. In addition to introducing the cases 

to viewers, Levin literally takes "The People's Court" to the people by polling viewers who 

watch the cases via monitor. These viewers' spirited comments and debates regarding the cases 

and Milian's decisions are then incorporated into the show. An attorney and law professor, 

Levin also examines and explains the legal issues and precedents introduced in the cases. 

 

 In-court reporter Doug Llewelyn and court officer Douglas McIntosh, assist Judge Milian in 

the courtroom. Llewelyn interviews litigants after a decision has been rendered in their cases. 

As court officer, McIntosh helps Milian in maintaining courtroom order, as well as acting as an 

intermediary between the Judge and the litigants. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 4:00PM TO 5:00PM 
 

Host Ellen DeGeneres continues to deliver uplifting, inspiring, and hilarious experiences to 

viewers. Ellen's talent, personal warmth and insight have earned her recognition as a global 

entertainer and household name. Through her show, she brings her humor and talent for 

tackling topical issues into viewers' lives with her distinctive style touching every aspect of the 

show. 

 

Ellen will tackle even more discussions of the day, allowing viewers to connect with the world 

through Ellen's wide perspective on a number of important issues.  "The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show" has become the daytime destination for laughter and fun. Bringing a refreshing 

perspective to daytime television, Ellen's engaging personality and unique take on everyday 

life invite a relaxed and candid environment and allow her guests to engage in entertaining and 

thoughtful discussions on topical issues. The environment also often leads to having moments 

of unpredictable fun, illuminating celebrities "in the moment," and saying and doing things 

viewers won't experience anywhere else. When members of Hollywood's A-list and Ellen get 

together, anything can happen, from dancing with First Lady Michelle Obama to Christmas 

caroling with Britney Spears, to catching George Clooney after setting numerous "Clooney 

traps." 

 

The syndicated daytime talker has been embraced by viewers, critics and the entire 

entertainment community. The show won a GENESIS Award in the Talk Show Category and 

PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) named Ellen DeGeneres its Woman of 

the Year. The show has also won the Johnny Carson Producers of the Year Award in Variety 

Television in 2005 and 2006 from the Producers Guild of America. DeGeneres recently won 

two Teen Choice Awards for Choice Comedian and Choice Twit, and won the People's Choice 

Award for Favorite Talk Show, a new mobile voting category, making this her eleventh 

People's Choice Award. 

 

"The Ellen DeGeneres Show" has been acclaimed for spotlighting the host's compassion and 

humanitarian efforts. The show has raised over $10 million to improve the lives of New 

Orleans residents and partnered with Brad Pitt's "Make it Right" foundation to help rebuild in 

New Orleans' lower Ninth Ward. The show has also dedicated a special episode to Breast 

Cancer Awareness Month, and DeGeneres has served as spokesperson for General Mills' breast 

cancer awareness initiative, "Pink for the Cure." The show's annual Toys for Tots drive has 

raised significant funds and awareness for the cause over the past six seasons. Ellen has also 

hosted the very successful "American Idol" special "Idol Gives Back," which raised money for 

children in extreme poverty in America and Africa. 

 

With more than two decades of experience as a stand-up comedian, actress, Emmy Award 

winner and host of major award shows, including the Grammys, the Primetime Emmys, and 

the highly-rated 79th Annual Academy Awards, DeGeneres was nominated for a Primetime 

Emmy Award for Outstanding Individual Performance in a Variety or Music Program for her 

Oscar hosting duties. 

 



 

 

 

 

DeGeneres was included in the Forbes Top Five Most Influential Women in Media and was 

voted Best Daytime Talk Show Host by Parade.com readers. In addition, DeGeneres has been 

voted favorite TV personality on The Harris Poll's annual favorite television star list, beating 

out Oprah Winfrey and Jay Leno. DeGeneres was included in MSNBC's "Power Players Who 

Shape Your TV habits." She was also honored as the Television Week syndication personality 

of the year, voted number one in Oxygen's "50 Funniest Women Alive" special (in the 

company of such comedic legends as Carol Burnett and Lily Tomlin), and included in Time 

magazine's 100 Most Influential People. 
 

 

 

THE DREW BARRYMORE SHOW 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 9AM to 10AM 

 
The Drew Barrymore Show is optimism TV, bringing information, inspiration, and 

entertainment to the daytime audience.  From pop culture, human interest to comedy – we can 

have those amazing discussions that we need to have in order to grow!  Drew says she wants to 

reach for an intelligent optimism and have fun while doing so.  “We’re gonna learn! Laugh! 

Cry! Cook! Heal!  ALL OF IT!   The show launched during the Covid pandemic and was a 

challenge no daytime show has had to face.  Drew and the team turned this into an opportunity 

and delivered an hour of needed optimism to viewers every day.         

 

For her contributions to the film industry, Barrymore received a motion picture star on the 

Hollywood Walk of Fame in 2004.  The Drew Barrymore Show was nominated for three 

Daytime Emmy Awards in 2021.   

 

 

 

WCOV is the perfect new network home for the youthful energy and passion of "The Real",a 

daily mix of heart and humor that turns the traditional talk show on its head. A lively 

roundtable of five dynamic co-hosts articulates what women actually think ... without apology. 

Their unique perspectives and varied life experiences come to life through candid 

conversations on topics ranging from the news of the day to beauty, fashion and relationships. 

Unlike other talk shows, each host admits to being a "work in progress," fearlessly inviting the 

audience into their lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE REAL 

Monday - Friday 3:00pm-4:00pm 



 

 

 

 

WCOV FOX NEWS AT NINE 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 9:00PM TO 9:35PM / SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 

9:00PM TO 9:30PM 
 

WCOV Fox News at Nine delivers information regarding local community events, crime, 

weather, sports, business and economic updates, education and political information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

HOT BENCH 

Monday - Friday 11AM to 12noon 

HOT Hot Bench adds a new dimension to the court genre, with a panel of three judges hearing 

court cases, arguing the merits of the case amongst themselves and rendering a verdict. 

"When my husband Jerry and I were in Ireland recently, we visited the courts and watched a three 

judge bench, which I found both fascinating and compelling," Judge Judy Sheindlin said. "I 

immediately thought what a terrific and unique idea for a television program that brings the court 

genre to the next level. We have assembled three individuals with extremely varied backgrounds 

to serve as the judges. They are smart and talented, with terrific instincts and great chemistry, and 

are sure to create a “Hot Bench." 

HOT BENCH's trios of judges are Judge Patricia DiMango and attorney Tanya Acker and Judge 

Michael Corriero. 'Hot Bench' is a term used to describe a court where the judge or judges 

frequently interrupt lawyers' presentations with questions, often leading to lively exchanges. 

 
PROGRM  DATE  TITLE & EPISODE DESCRIPTION 
Hot Bench  7/12/21  Pergola Problems!  

     

Hot Bench  7/13/21  Undercover Plumber?!  

     

Hot Bench  7/14/21  Illegal Pool Repair?!  

     

Hot Bench  7/19/21  Car Tampering and Fraud?!  

     

Hot Bench  7/20/21  
Broken Back After Car Roll!; The Worst Kind of Driver!  

     

Hot Bench  7/26/21  How to Make Your Painter Quit! 

     

Hot Bench  7/27/21  Fighting Wives Scare Away Tenant?!; All About That Bass! 

     

Hot Bench  9/6/21  Signature Collection Fraud?! 

     

Hot Bench  9/7/21  Worst Writer Loses!; Show Me Your License! 

     

Hot Bench  9/8/21  The Ransom Bumper! 
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The Drew Barrymore Show  

Monday - Friday 9:00 am to 10:00 am 
 

 

The Drew Barrymore Show was designed with all the characteristics of Drew in mind; optimism, 

bringing information, inspiration and entertainment to daytime Tv this fall. Drew has an idea to 

innovate and make a collective experience for the daytime tv audience. Tune In this fall for 

conversations from pop culture, human interest to comedy.  

PROGRAM  DATE  TITLE & EPISODE DESCRIPTION 
 

 
 

  

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/8/21 
 

Best Of Week with Cameron Diaz, Lucy Liu, Jose Andres 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/9/21 

 

Best Of Week with Eddie Murphy, Beauty In A Box, Soap 

Box Derby Grandma 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/10/21 

 

Best Of Week with Hugh Grant, Marie Kondo, Drew-

Gooder Surprise 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/13/21 

 

Season Two Premiere Kick-Off with Jennifer Aniston, 

Wayne Brady, Drew-Gooder, Hometown Spirit Boston 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/14/21 

 

Never Been Kissed" Cast Reunion with Molly Shannon, 

Michael Vartan & David Arquette, RuPaul, Wildflower 

Nasa Aerospace Engineer, 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/15/21 

 

Best Friends Hour with Cameron Diaz, Battle of the Bites: 

Cali Tacos, Hometown Spirit Indianapolis 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 

 

9/16/21 

 

Billie Eilish, Missy Elliott, Big Boy, Hometown Spirit 

Phoenix 

 
 

    

Drew Barrymore 
 

9/17/21  An Hour of Emmys with "Entertainment Tonight" Co-



 

 

 

 

 

Hosts Kevin Frazier & Nischelle Turner, Cedric the 

Entertainer, Emmy-themed Bit 

 

 

JUDGE MATHIS 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 5:00PM TO 6:00PM 
 

An American arbitration-based reality court show presided over by retired Superior Court Judge 

of Michigan's 36th District Court, Greg Mathis. The syndicated series features Mathis 

adjudicating small claims disputes. 

 



 

 

 

 

Judge Mathis 

 

9/6/2021 

 

A woman sues her son for parking tickets and emotional 

distress and says that, because her past drug addiction 

ruined their relationship, she's been trying to make 

amends, but he refuses to let go what has happened in the 

past. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/7/2021 

 

A woman admits she has romantic feelings for a man, and 

because he doesn't feel the same, she's suing for breach of 

contract and emotional distress; he says she is obsessed 

with him and acts like his girlfriend, so he's counter-suing 

for slander. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/8/2021 

 

A woman says her ex is a liar, cheater and abuser, so she's 

suing him for unpaid loans and court costs; he says she is a 

scorned ex-lover. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/9/2021 

 

A woman sues her mother for unreturned property and 

emotional distress; mom says her daughter's boyfriend is 

physically and mentally abusive. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/10/2021 

 

The plaintiff says she dated the defendant at the height of 

her drug addiction and is suing him for stolen money and 

emotional distress; he says they never dated and is counter-

suing for unpaid rent and emotional distress, saying she 

assaulted him. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/13/2021 

 

A man sues his sister for repayment of two loans and says 

her 20-year heroin addiction has put a strain on their entire 

family; she says she's ready to get some help and become a 

productive member of society. 

     

Judge Mathis 
 

9/14/2021 
 

A hairdresser sues her brother because his dog damaged a 

wig that she intended to sell; he says he's not to blame. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/15/2021 

 

The defendant says he had bad energy and his life went 

downhill after he bought a suit, so he demanded his money 

back. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/16/2021 

 

A woman sues her son because she lent him money while 

he was incarcerated, and he has yet to repay her; he 

counter-sues because she became hostile with him on 

social media. 

     

Judge Mathis 
 

9/17/2021 
 

A man sues his ex-fiancée, saying that, after they broke up, 

she slashed his tires and defamed him on social media. 

     

Judge Mathis  9/20/2021  A woman sues a man with whom she had sex a couple of 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

times, because she lent him money and he has failed to 

repay her. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/21/2021 

 

A woman says her best friend started hooking up with her 

ex while they were in Las Vegas, so she's suing for the trip 

expenses. 

     

Judge Mathis 

 

9/22/2021 

 

Trying to regain custody of her children, a woman wants to 

prove that her ex, a fellow drug addict, is the father of her 

youngest child, so she has petitioned the court for a 

paternity test. 

     



 

 

 

 

 

 

PEOPLE’S COURT 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 1:00PM TO 2:00PM & 12:00AM TO 1:00AM 

 
The honorable Judge Marilyn Milian returns to celebrate a decade of dockets on the courtroom 

series that launched the entire court show genre. "The People's Court," draws on ordinary people 

who have filed grievances in civil court and have opted to have their cases heard and mediated by 

Judge Milian. An experienced team of researchers continually canvas courts across the country in 

search of the most compelling, unique and thought-provoking cases. Running the gamut from 

disputes between neighbors and family members, to Unsatisfied customers suing businesses, 

Milian's decisions, based on current law are final and binding. Harvey Levin serves are the series 

host and legal reporter. In-court reporter Curt Chaplin and court officer Douglas McIntosh round 

out the cast. 

 



 

 

 

 

PROGRAM  DATE  TITLE & EPISODE DESCRIPTION 

People’s Court  9/6/21  Not dementing a customer  

     

People’s Court  9/7/21  Bob-catting around  

     

People’s Court  9/8/21   

Having vicious propensities  
     

People’s Court  9/9/21  Refusing to do an about face  

     

People’s Court  9/10/21  Grating on granny's nerves  

     

People’s Court  9/13/21  Charging up a customer  

     

People’s Court  9/14/21  Scratching a longtime friend the wrong way  

     

People’s Court  9/15/21  Charging up a customer 2  

     

People’s Court  9/16/21  Keeping a guy in stitches  

     

People’s Court  9/17/21  Failing a friend  

     

People’s Court  9/20/21  A real snow job  

     

People’s Court  9/21/21  Crashing and dashing  

     

People’s Court  9/22/21  Piracy 

     

People’s Court  9/23/21  Leaving an ex high and dry 

     

People’s Court  9/24/21  Not getting the shot  

     

People’s Court  9/27/21  Being too late 
     

People’s Court  9/28/21  Not delivering 
     

People’s Court  9/29/21  Not paying for a pooch 
     

People’s Court  9/30/21  Getting daffy over a duck 
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THE DR. OZ SHOW 

Monday - Friday 10:00am to 11am 

After five years as a health expert on "The Oprah Winfrey Show," Dr. Mehmet Oz gets an 

hour of his own each weekday to discuss viewers' health-and-wellness concerns. No subject 

is off limits, as Dr. Oz addresses viewers' questions and talks to health experts about any and 

all topics, from sex to diet and exercise to diseases and ways to avoid them. 

PROGRAM  DATE  TITLE & EPISODE DESCRIPTION 

Dr. Oz  7/1/21  
Frozen Breakfast Investigation: To Microwave 

or Not 
     

Dr. OZ  7/2/21  
The Science of the Side Hustle: Three Proven 

Ways 
     

Dr. Oz  7/5/21  Oz Investigates: Best Burgers at the 

Supermarket 
     

Dr. OZ  7/6/21  House Rental Horrors Caught on Tape 
     

Dr. OZ  7/7/21  Dr. Oz Investigates No-Boil Food: What's 

Really 
     

Dr. OZ  7/12/21  Oz Investigates: Everything You Need to Know 

About Shrimp 
     

Dr. OZ  7/13/21  COVID Scams/Inside Edition's Deborah 

Norville 
     

Dr. OZ  7/15/21  Martha Stewart's Vitality Secrets Revealed 
     

Dr. OZ  7/19/21  The Scoop on Low-Calorie Ice Cream: Which 
     

Dr. OZ  7/20/21  The Most Infamous Celebrity Deaths Re-

examined 
     

Dr. OZ  7/26/21  The Sleep Makeover That You Didn't Know 

You Needed! 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt14519154/?ref_=ttep_ep96
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt14519154/?ref_=ttep_ep96
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt14519156/?ref_=ttep_ep97
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt14519156/?ref_=ttep_ep97
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Dr. OZ  7/27/21  Fake Spam Calls Coming to a Phone Near You: 
     

Dr. OZ  9/13/21  Should You Get a Vaccine Booster? Everything 

You Should Know 
     
     

Dr. Oz  9/14/21  
What Really Happened to Aaliyah? Sleeping 

Pills? Carried on the Plane to Her Death? R. 

Kelly Abuse? 
     

Dr. Oz  9/15/21  
Fast-Food Chicken Nugget Wars: Where 

Should You Eat the Ultimate Finger Food? 
     

Dr. Oz  9/16/21  Spermapalooza: 100 Kids + Counting From 

One Controversial Sperm Donor 
     

Dr. Oz  9/17/21  

America's Dirtiest Debate EvThe Raging 

Controversy Over How Often Should You 

Bathe 
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THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW 

Monday - Friday 4:00pm-5:00pm 

"The Ellen DeGeneres Show" is the daytime destination for laughter and fun. Bringing a 

refreshing perspective to daytime television, Ellen's engaging personality and unique take on 

everyday life invites a relaxed and candid environment and allowing her guests to engage in 

entertaining and thoughtful discussions on topical issues of the day. The environment also 

often leads to moments of unpredictable fun that reflect celebrities "in the moment," saying 

and doing things viewers won't experience anywhere else. When Hollywood's A-list and 

Ellen get together, anything can happen. 

TITLE  DATE  EPISODE DESCRIPTION 

The Ellen Show  7/1/21  
Guest Host Chelsea Handler with 

Robin Wright and Fortune Feimster 
     

The Ellen Show  7/2/21  
Guest Host Stephen “tWitch” Boss 

with Jay Pharoah and Jon M. Chu 
     

The Ellen Show  7/5/21  

Guest Host Stephen “tWitch” Boss 

with Jeannie Mai, Jon Pardi, 

Shaheem Sanchez 
     

The Ellen Show  7/6/21  
Guest Host Beth Behrs with Bobby 

Berk, Lady A, Tichina Arnold 
     

The Ellen Show  7/7/21  

Guest Host Loni Love with RuPaul, 

John Kanell, Saweetie 

 
     

The Ellen Show  7/8/21  

Guest Host Stephen “tWitch” Boss 

with Regina Hall, Jimmie Allen, 

Parson James & JoJo, Sheopatra 
     

The Ellen Show  7/9/21  

Guest Host Stephen “tWitch” Boss 

with Adrienne Houghton, Tate 

Mcrae, BluPrint & Taylor Pierce 
     

The Ellen Show  9/13/21  Jimmy Kimmel 
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The Ellen Show  9/14/21  Jennifer Aniston 
     

The Ellen Show  9/15/21  

Tiffany Haddish, Charli, Dixie, 

Heidi & Marc D'Amelio, Imagine 

Dragons 
     

The Ellen Show  9/16/21  Kim Kardashian West 
     

The Ellen Show  9/17/21  Lori Greiner 
     

THE REAL 

Monday - Friday 3:00pm-4:00pm 

WCOV is the perfect new network home for the youthful energy and passion of "The Real",a 

daily mix of heart and humor that turns the traditional talk show on its head. A lively 

roundtable of five dynamic co-hosts articulates what women actually think ... without 

apology. Their unique perspectives and varied life experiences come to life through candid 

conversations on topics ranging from the news of the day to beauty, fashion and 

relationships. Unlike other talk shows, each host admits to being a "work in progress," 

fearlessly inviting the audience into their lives. 

The Real  7/1/2021  
Gillian White 

 
     

The Real  7/2/2021  
Trends That Make Life Fabulous 

 
     

The Real  7/5/2021  
Nikki & Brie Bella 

 
     

The Real  7/6/2021  

Ravi Patel, YelloPain, Tiffany ‘The 

Budgetnista’ Aliche 

 
     

The Real  7/7/2021  

Jermaine Fowler, Nomzamo 

Mbatha 

 
     

The Real  7/8/2021  
Ruth E. Carter, The Lucas Brothers 

 
     

The Real  7/9/2021  
Kandi Burruss, Colman Domingo 
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The Real  7/12/2021  
Carlos Watson 

 
     

The Real  7/13/2021  
Tom Payne, Sevyn Streeter 

 
     

The Real  7/14/2021  
All-Day Girl Chat! 

 
     

The Real  7/15/2021  
Finesse Mitchell 

 
     

The Real  7/16/2021  
Lorraine Toussaint 

 
     

The Real  7/19/2021  
Leela James 

 
     

The Real  7/20/2021  
Michael Potts 

 
     

The Real  7/21/2021  
Mike Epps, Kim Fields 

 
     

The Real  7/22/2021  
Help Us Decide This Dilemma! 

 
     

The Real  7/23/2021  
Yolonda Ross, Jacob Latimore 

 
     

The Real  7/26/2021  
Angela Bassett 

 
     

The Real  7/27/2021  

Kym Whitley, Ntare Guma Mbaho 

Mwine 

 
     

The Real  7/28/2021  
Remy Ma & Papoose 

 
     

The Real  7/29/2021  
Jenna Elfman 

 
     

The Real  7/30/2021  
Ledisi, Laz Alonso 

 
     

The Real  8/2/2021  Bebe Rexha 
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The Real  8/3/2021  
Kofi Siriboe 

 
     

The Real  8/4/2021  
Scott Evans 

 
     

The Real  8/5/2021  

Michael Strahan, Tobe Nwigwe, 

Brandon Armstrong 

 
     

The Real  8/6/2021  

Meagan & La’Myia Good, Yandy 

& Mendeecees 

 
     

The Real  8/9/2021  
How to Find the Right Apartment! 

 
     

The Real  8/10/2021  
Nicole Ari Parker, Ricky Whittle 

 
     

The Real  8/11/2021  
Trevor Jackson, Deborah Cox 

 
     

The Real  8/12/2021  

Lisa Ling, Jose Antonio Vargas, 

Amber Stevens West, Tosin 

Morohunfola 

 
     

The Real  8/13/2021  
CeCe Winans, Ross Mathews 

 
     

The Real  8/16/2021  
Ilyasah Shabazz 

 
     

The Real  8/17/2021  
Fizz, Sierra, Monique Kelley 

 
     

The Real  8/18/2021  

How Well Does Our Real Fam 

Know Us? 

 
     

The Real  8/19/2021  
Francia Raisa, Carson Kressley 

 
     

The Real  8/20/2021  Tasha Cobbs Leonard 
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The Real  8/23/2021  
Ray J, Trina, Rachel Lindsay 

 
     

The Real  8/24/2021  
Vivica A. Fox 

 
     

The Real  8/25/2021  

Algee Smith, Scrappy, Joc, Dr. 

Stephanie Boyce 

 
     

The Real  8/26/2021  
Terrell Owens 

 
     

The Real  8/27/2021  
Paris Hilton, Jessie T. Usher 

 
     

The Real  8/30/2021  
Kenan Thompson, Toni Breidinger 

 
     

The Real  8/31/2021  
Desus & Mero 

 
     

The Real  9/1/2021  
Andra Day 

 
     

The Real  9/2/2021  

We’re Sharing Advice on How to 

Date With Confidence 

 
     

The Real  9/3/2021  
CCH Pounder, Monique Kelley 

 
     

The Real  9/6/2021  
Keke Palmer, Angie Martinez 

 
     

The Real  9/7/2021  
All-Day Girl Chat 

 
     

The Real  9/8/2021  
S. Epatha Merkerson 

 
     

The Real  9/9/2021  
Winnie Harlow 
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The Real  9/10/2021  
Tessica Brown, Dr. Michael Obeng 

 
     

The Real  9/13/2021  

Jill Marie Jones, Maahra Hill, 

Sister Souljah 

 
     

The Real  9/14/2021  
Senator Elizabeth Warren 

 
     

The Real  9/15/2021  

Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms, 

Patricia Heaton 

 
     

The Real  9/16/2021  

Carla Hall, Bow Wow, Senator 

Tammy Duckworth 

 
     

The Real  9/17/2021  

Israel Houghton, Chandler Moore, 

Tamika D. Mallory 

 
     

The Real  9/20/2021  
Lori Harvey 

 
     

The Real  9/21/2021  
Yaya DaCosta 

 
     

The Real  9/22/2021  

An Exclusive Interview You Don’t 

Want to Miss! 

 
     

The Real  9/23/2021  
Kash Doll 

 
     

The Real  9/24/2021  
Charlamagne Tha God 
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WCOV NEWS @ 9 

 

WCOV FOX NEWS AT NINE 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 9:00PM TO 9:35PM / SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 

9:00PM TO 9:30PM 
 

 

WCOV Fox News at Nine is a 30 nightly news program minute delivers information regarding 

local community events, crime, weather, sports, business and economic updates, education, 

civil right history, and political information.  Below are samples that illustrate community 

issues that are addressed with this program.    

 

 

7-2-21: Community Events, Economic Development, Education and Development 

Hundreds came out to celebrate Montgomery's 4th of July weekend starting at the Train Shed 

at Union Station. Food trucks, vendors and vendors were on-hand, along with and live music 

and ending with a fireworks show over Montgomery skies and the Alabama river. The June 

jobs report shows the economy added more jobs than expected. But there is still a ways to go to 

get the economy back where it was before the pandemic. With the Tokyo Olympics 

approaching, even more eyes are on track and field. At the high school level. Brewbaker tech's 

chanice spicer is used to eyes on her, and for good reason. Spicer has been named the Gatorade 

Alabama girls track and field player of the year, for the 2nd time. Spicer, a soon to be crimson 

tide runner. Swept the 100, 200 and 400 in the class 5a state meet. 17 individual state titles 

across indoor and outdoor track. A 4.22 gpa.Spicer is now a finalist for the Gatorade national 

girls track and field player of the year, which is set to be announced later this month. 

7-6-21: Public Safety, Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement, Education and Development, 

Community Events 

Wiregrass electric cooperative was hit by a ransom ware attack Friday. The company provides 

power in rural parts of southeast Alabama. The attack prevented customers from gaining access 

to their account information. The cooperative says no data was compromised in the attack. 

Member account information and the payment system were taken offline for maintenance. 

The Montgomery county district attorney's office is providing former inmates with a second 

chance at life through an upcoming job fair. The Montgomery humane shelter saw an influx of 

pets being brought in on the holiday. Officials with the shelter say more than 30 dogs were 

brought in Monday morning. It happens every year with holidays celebrating with fireworks. 

 

7-12-21: Public Safety, Health Issues, Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement, Education and 

Development 

For years Alabama law enforcement has urged people to wear seatbelts on the road. 

This summer there have been several wrecks. Where drivers and passengers who weren't 

wearing seatbelts died. Or were seriously injured. Reporter Mattie Davis spoke to law 

enforcement about the issue. The latest on the braves as they look to regroup after the loss of 



 

 

 

 

Ronald Acuna Jr. As u-s officials work to increase vaccination rates across the country. Pfizer 

has come out to say they believe a third dose of their shot will be needed. A blast from the 

video game world past is a big hit on the auction block. An unopened copy of Nintendo’s 

"super Mario 64" sold more than one and a half million dollars. Heritage auctions in Dallas 

says the game from 19-96 broke its previous record price for the sale of a single video game. 

"super Mario 64" was the best-selling game on the Nintendo 64.And the first to feature the 

Mario character in 3-d. 

7-13-21: Public Safety, Health Issues, Community Events, Volunteer Opportunities, Programs, 

and Efforts 

It's another possible setback for the vaccination effort - The f-d-a announcing Monday they've 

discovered a link between Johnson and Johnson’s covid-19 vaccine and Gillian Barre 

syndrome, a rare auto-immune nerve disorder that affects muscle movement. About a hundred 

cases have been reported so far, prompting the f-d-a to issue a warning. But those hundred 

cases are among more than 12-point-5 million who got the Johnson shot - And most doctors 

say there's no reason for folks to be afraid. Siegel says: "what i really don't wanna have happen 

here is that this contributes to already the vaccine hesitancy problem we have in the united 

states at a time when the delta variant is emerging." And the delta variant is spreading more 

quickly than anticipated, prompting a big surge in new covid cases, which have more than 

doubled over the past two weeks. The daily average is now back up to 23-thousand - at the end 

of June, it was about 11-thousand. Some public health experts are also warning of even more 

deadly and contagious strains as vaccination rates slow down. Casper says: "so what we have 

right now is a situation in which we could be brewing even more dangerous variants of 

concern, and that is mostly happening in communities that are under vaccinated." The white 

house - continuing its push to get shots in arms - with only about 48 percent of Americans fully 

vaccinated - and hospitals warning - they're feeling the strain. Bratzler says: "it's very very 

frustrating to many healthcare workers that they're now taking care of patients that have a 

preventable condition." 

The f-d-a says there have been no reports linking guillain barre syndrome with the moderna or 

pfizer vaccines. A-d-p-h says that since April 1st. Of the 529 covid related deaths in Alabama, 

only 20 of those were vaccinated. That means that over 96 percent of the deaths were those 

who had not been fully vaccinated. As delta variant of covid-19 spreads, state health officer, Dr 

Scott Harris, says that the vaccine is the best defense against the disease. Riverwalk stadium is 

the place to be almost every day for the next 2 weeks. Weather permitting; we should have 

plenty of biscuits baseball. This after the butter and blue's series finale' against the rocket city 

trash pandas was rained out on Sunday. Now we turn our attention to 12 straight home games. 

Starting with game 1 of 6 against the Biloxi shuckers at riverwalk stadium. A 6:35 scheduled 

first pitch. 

Right now the biscuits lead 7-2, thanks to a biscuits debut grandslam for niko hulsizer. 

This series runs through Sunday. Before next week when the Pensacola blue wahoos come to 

Montgomery for 6 more games Tuesday through Sunday. The biscuits are 28-29, 7 and half 

back of the Mississippi braves in the southern league south division. 

7-15-21: Civic Rights History, Health Issues, Public Safety 

Montgomery historian Richard bailey spoke at the rotary club today. To talk about the history 

of Dexter avenue in downtown Montgomery. The street is named after Andrew Dexter junior. 

A Massachusetts lawyer who came to the Montgomery area after the war of 1812. Dexter 

became a land broker and was at the forefront of a lot of events in the development of the 

capital city. 



 

 

 

 

Bailey says there is a gold mine of history in Montgomery. And stressed the importance of 

knowing where you came from. “This delta variant, clearly more infections. Well what if the 

next variant that occurs because we've not limited the amount of transmission becomes more 

lethal and more infections? Nearly 90 percent of new corona virus cases, are identified as the 

delta variant, And now there is growing concern among medical professionals, as the number 

of corona virus cases grows across the state, and vaccination rates remain stagnant. 

"there's a higher level of covid popping up in the different regions based on folks not getting 

vaccinated" New cases have risen almost 50 percent across the country, and all 50 states report 

increased case counts. Alabama remains dead last in vaccination rates. 

Loosened restrictions, and wreck less behavior are in part to blame. "people whether they had 

been vaccinated or they were not vaccinated they acted in a manner that showed that they 

believed the pandemic was over" With the start of the school year is quickly approaching, we 

spoke to one family where all members are vaccinated. They say common sense, and trusting 

their doctors made it an easy decision. "we didn't want to run into a risk of anything happening 

to them or getting the virus while there in school, so we we're early to make sure they got 

vaccinated" Dr Brian Richardson, says now is the time to act, if Alabama wants to avoid 

another surge in cases like we saw in height of the pandemic. "everybody was saying man i 

can't wait until we get our vaccine or develop herd immunity, well we have the opportunity to 

have that right now, but it requires that you participate in it" There were 419 new corona virus 

cases reported in Montgomery, 

7/16/21 Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement, Public Safety, Health Issues 

Sot- this morning one of our officers, officer marquis Moore was murdered. Moorer was killed 

at the Selma square apartments -- in an ambush style shooting. City officials met with the 

family of the fallen officer -- and offered their condolences. Then held a press conference 

about the incident -- at city hall. Sot- it's yet another tragic moment in our city. Sot- Selma 

police department is devastated. The alea state bureau of investigation was called in to 

investigate. 

Perkins sot- the selma police department an incident involving one of its own officers. So you 

will not be getting or hearing any additional statements from the city of Selma, the Selma 

police department. Everything from this point forward comes from the state, alea, the Alabama 

law enforcement agency and the sbi, state bureau of investigation. No arrests have been made -

- and no other details surrounding the shooting -- have not been released at this time. Inabinett 

sot- this is very much still an active investigation, still an active scene. We have a lot of our 

resources trying to get to the bottom of this. But right now, it's just too early to add anything to 

that. An update on a murder suicide in Elmore county over the weekend. Sheriff bill Franklin 

says 64 year old William Jeffries, who shot and killed his wife, 62 year old Susan Jeffries, and 

his mother, 84 year old Joyce Jeffries, before turning the gun on himself, has died from his 

injuries. 

It happened the 61-hundred block of highway 143 in Elmore county Saturday. 

Police say the shooting stemmed from a domestic dispute. If you're looking for some free 

tickets to the Alabama national fair later this year. You can get some this weekend during 

back-to-school covid vaccination clinic. 

7/19/21 Health Issues, Civic Affairs 

Alabama is still ranked one of the lowest in vaccination rates in the country. Out of 4.2 million 

people who are eligible only 37 percent of people are fully vaccinated in the state. "i think that 

the case numbers are not going in the direction we would like. I think clearly were seeing daily 

increases in our numbers of cases and our number of hospitalizations and i think inevitably 



 

 

 

 

were going to see an increased number in deaths." There has been a recent spike in the number 

of hospitalizations over 900 new covid patents across the state. 95 percent of those patients 

being unvaccinated. Officials encourage people to get vaccinated with the state having over 14 

hundred locations that provide free vaccinations with no appointments. Dr. Harris says it is in 

the best interest of people to get the vaccine and if you still have questions or concerns be sure 

to ask. 

"so again i think our message would be if you’re not sure please talk to your doctor, if you 

don't have a doctor please talk to us in public health, we will give you the best advice we 

have." 

Now that a new school year is coming closer officials want to ensure we limit the amount of 

cases as much as possible. The cdc released guidelines earlier recommending that students 

should wear masks in schools regardless of vaccination status. They also say vaccinated people 

should still wear masks indoors in public spaces. The goal is to get heard immunity for people 

across the united states but with 83 percent of the country affected by the delta variant dr. 

Harris says plans are constantly adapting. "were going to get the herd immunity its just a 

matter of how we do it and we prefer you do it with vaccination, we prefer not to do it with 

people getting infected because we know you know 2 out of 100 people are going to die and 10 

out of 100 are going to be hospitalized and people who are infected. I think that what's worry 

some most worry some is that because we have this new variant you know the model of what 

herd immunity looks like is changing." the biden administration will speed up processing of 

asylum claims at the u-s-Mexico border while also fast-tracking expulsions of some migrant 

families. An environmentally friendly golf course is aiming to teach folks about climate 

change. While entertaining them all summer long. 

7/20/21 Public Safety, Resources, Economic Development, Health Issues 

Raging wildfires. Unprecedented heat waves. And extreme drought conditions. All taking a 

devastating toll across much of the western united states. But on the east coast. The creators of 

this mini golf course in Brooklyn, new york are taking a swing at the root of these problems. 

.by educating people about climate change. Lampariello says: "this is putting green. It's an 18 

hole mini golf course, all based around themes and challenges and solutions of, of climate 

change." From melting ice caps and habitat loss, to using clean energy, and more. Each hole 

centers around a topic, pivotal to minimizing our impacts on the planet. Evans says: "i think it's 

good to teach both adults and kids because, uh, there's, uh, some information on these signs 

that i didn't even know, uh, especially some of the stuff about urban resiliency to the climate 

change." 

Officials hope combining information with friendly competition will help make learning easier. 

Lampariello says: "these are large, sort of complicated topics in many ways, um, and the fun, 

playful nature of mini golf allows it to be approachable." And while standard golf courses may 

come under fire for not being environmentally friendly. By taking up land that could be 

dominated by trees and require mowing from gas powered machines. This course is made from 

sustainable materials. Lampariello says: "all the decking you see here was actually upcycled 

and reclaimed. The large globe at the front entrance to the site is actually made out of, um, 

used bottle caps and recycled turf." Meanwhile. Scientists say the deadly heat waves and 

dramatic droughts out west would not be possible without "human-caused climate change." 

Something the mini golf course hopes to make people aware of. Marianne rafferty, fox news in 

sports, oklahoma and texas officially reach out to the sec. Adam has the details. A new 

"exorcist" film trilogy is in the works. Details, next in your wcov entertainment buzz.  it's 

widely considered one of the scariest movies ever made. And after nearly half a century, there's 



 

 

 

 

more where that came from. 

7/21/21Community Events, Economic Development, Education and Development 

The Grammy award winning singer took to twitter to make the announcement as she touted her 

support for the team's decision. Last week, the European handball federation fined the team 

more than 17-hundred u-s dollars for what they described as competing in quote "improper 

clothing." 

Members of the team stated they would replace the traditional bikini bottom for bike shorts at 

the 20-21 European beach handball championships. In the tweet pink said "I’m very proud of 

the Norwegian female beach handball team for protesting sexist rules about their uniform." 

The Norwegian handball federation stated they will pay the fine. Members of the Alabama 

football team helped build a house today. The offseason is always a chance to give back. 

And that means the nick's kids foundation is out making a difference. Today partnering with 

habitat for humanity in the 18 for 18 project workday. Head coach nick saban and 12 athletes 

were in the west end neighborhood in Tuscaloosa today, helping construct a house. 

The 18th house in the 18 for 18 projects which started after the April 2011 tornado outbreak. 

Building a house every time Alabama wins a national championship. Saban calls it an 

important tool to teach athletes the importance of giving back. Community service and how do 

you serve and help other people"  The Grandview ymca in Millbrook cut the ribbon on a newly 

renovated facility today. Members now have access to a new wellness center, group exercise 

studio, child watch area, and a renovated gym. Construction started in 2019. And took 15 

months to complete. 

Before the renovations the facility was split into 3 different buildings. Executive director bill 

myers says this will make it easier for members to get all the benefits of the ymca in one place. 

7/22/21 Public Safety, Health Issues, Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement 

The fire has created a plume of flames -- smoke -- and ash -- that can be seen for miles. 

Paul Williams lives about 4 miles away from the fire -- on arrowhead road. Williams sot- 

people that we know way up off of highway 22 and everything. And you can see the blazes 

way from up there. Brewer sot- trying to contain it. Keep it off the railroad tracks. Keep the 

railway systems open. We have a big mill that those tracks go to, as well as going into Selma. 

So, we're trying to do our best to contain it. Mcdonald su- the fire started sunder afternoon and 

continued to burn throughout the night. Here it is the next day and the fire's still raging. And 

I’m told it could keep burning for weeks. Sot- very possible. Very possible. At least a couple of 

weeks. National salvage & service corporation -- is a railroad cross tie disposal service -- that 

also supplies wood to area paper mills. Thousand of railroad cross ties were located on the 25 

acre property. And fire officials say lightning -- may have started the fire. Sot- as of right now 

that's what we're thinking was the cause of the fire. Sot i seen the lightning strike over here i 

didn't know what it hit, but i knew it hit something over here. Montgomery police are 

investigating the capital city's 45th murder of the year. The "delta" variant is changing the face 

of covid containment with more cities and states putting mask mandates into place and equal 

numbers banning mask mandates. 

7/26/21Health Issues, Public Safety, Economic Development 

Across the country, vaccination rates are ticking up as the spread of the "delta" variant 

accelerates. 70 percent of American adults have gotten at least one shot, but, the southeast is 

emerging as a major hotspot with vaccination rates lagging behind the rest of the country. 

Florida, the hardest-hit state, with more than 21-thousand new infections reported on Saturday, 

the most since the start of the pandemic, and here in Orlando, we're starting to see long lines 



 

 

 

 

again at testing centers. Mulatre says: "i have a friend of mine that told me he come in twice 

and they have, they were over, overloaded with a lot of people, so, I come early."But, Florida 

won't be following other states that have re-implemented covid restrictions. Governor ron 

desantis joining at least 10 other governors in banning mask mandates despite growing 

warnings about the increased transmissibility of the delta variant. Giroir says: "'delta' really is a 

different virus. It is much more transmissible about equivalent to chicken pox." Meanwhile, 

officials are working hard to to increase vaccination rates in communities where folks have 

been skeptical. In addition to education and incentives, some are also pushing private 

businesses to make vaccination a requirement. Cuomo says: "private businesses, i am asking 

them, and suggesting to them, go to vaccine-only admission." Here in Florida, at least 10-

thousand people were hospitalized over the weekend. Those numbers are similar to where we 

were a year ago before vaccinations. 

Everyone's required to have some sort of photo id when they go to vote so i think this is really 

helpful in making sure that everyone has the ability to go vote on election day because 

everyone will have a photo id this way. The voter mobile unit will make a stop in Montgomery 

tomorrow at brookview church of Christ from 5:30 to 7:30. 

7/27/21Community Events, Education and Development, Health Issues 

In sports, biscuits updates and a look at the high school football preseason rankings. 

Adam has the latest. Millions of tenants across country are at risk of being evicted after 

eviction moratorium lapsed over the weekend. The blame is being placed on Washington. The 

Montgomery county commission is partnering with the mid-Alabama coalition for the 

homeless for a renters assistance program to help anyone facing possible eviction. The county 

received covid-19 emergency funds to help residents pay rent and utility bills. This includes 

past due rent and utilities costs starting as far back as march 13, 20-20. Both landlords and 

tenants can fill out an application online. The county is working with the mid Alabama 

coalition for the homeless to provide technical assistance for filling out applications. The nba 

draft is in the books. Another productive day for both the Alabama crimson tide and auburn 

tigers. A pair of players for each school are headed to the league. Auburn's jt thor to the 

pistons. Sharife cooper to the hawks. 

Alabama head coach nate oats took some time to give his thoughts on josh primo going first 

round to the spurs and herb jones going early 2nd round to the pelicans. Primo going in the 

lottery is back to back years for Alabama having a player go that early. A first in school 

history. 

".everything off the court is squared away, you know that goes a long ways too. 

8/9/21Education and Development, Community Events, Volunteer Opportunities, Programs 

and Efforts 

The city of Wetumpka has boomed with tourists since the airing on hgtv's hometown takeover. 

But the city didn’t stop upgrades to their community after the show ended. Right now, 

construction is taking place downtown, blocking off main street. This comes as a surprise for 

many who are visiting. "its a little off putting, to see it, it was a hard time getting in. I had to 

take a detour around but my gps showed me how to do that but once you get here, everything is 

great." Johnna perdue visited with her family and didn’t expect they construction. But they 

understand. "i think that’s part of development I think it’s a blessing to this community to have 

the funds and recognition that they can expand." The construction was planned to run 

alongside the renovations made by hgtv. But because of shortages caused by the pandemic, it 

got backed up. The city was in a waiting period for concrete. Mayor jerry Willis says concrete 

companies didn't have enough drivers to deliver. "that’s just been another issue that we dealt 



 

 

 

 

with that's backed up our projects but were close." The construction is expected to be complete 

within the next two weeks. The mayor invites tourists to come back again for the complete 

project. 

"This is just the beginning of a major tourism package for Wetumpka." "Once we get the 

finished product there then we know we won’t have to do this again for another 100 years." 

And tourists are already making plans to do so. "We all were intrigued to come back and its 

worth it I think it's a blessing I really do I think it’s a blessing for the community and i think it 

still beautiful." In sports, Alabama athletic director greg byrne talks n-i-l as well as Texas and 

Oklahoma. 

8/10/21 Health Issues, Volunteer Opportunities 

The 49-year-old actress tweeted she was actually diagnosed "a few months ago." M-s is an 

auto-immune disease that attacks the nervous system. It affects more than two-point-three 

million people. And there is no cure. Some people are able to manage their symptoms -- while 

others become disabled by them. Applegate overcame another major health issue in her 30's. 

She underwent a double mastectomy in 2008 to defeat breast cancer Tourists visiting the city 

of Wetumpka may be surprised that many of the renovations they saw on hgtv's hometown 

takeover are surrounded by ongoing construction. Reporter mattie davis has more on what's 

behind the delays. 

 

8/16/21Public Safety, Health Issues, Resources, Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement 

One Alabama school system has more than 400 students at home. Because they've been 

exposed to covid-19. Twenty-four year old Courtney Anderson of pine hill -- is facing multiple 

charges following a shooting Saturday evening at Peachtree apartments. Gailes sot- two counts 

of attempted murder. He'll be charged with shooting into an occupied dwelling, shooting into 

an unoccupied vehicle and convicted felon in possession of a firearm. Pine hill police chief 

nikisha gailes says Anderson was dating one of the victims. She says the shooting stemmed 

from an argument the couple from earlier that day. Sot- left him there at the Peachtree 

apartments. Went to pick up her cousin and they later came back. At some point both females 

got out of the, exited the vehicle. And they had some words and then shots were fired. Shots 

that left a bullet hole in one apartment window. And has at least one resident concerned about 

the safety of his young son -- and the other kids who live there. Sot- I’m thinking about his 

future. Stop the violence cause we all need to get along and live. So, these kids can have a 

future. Mcdonald ll- anderson is being held in the Clarke county jail -- on $175,000 dollars 

bond. From the wal newsroom, gm, Alabama news network. When you think of the planet 

Saturn, the word 'fuzzy' probably doesn't come to mind. But that's how scientists are now 

describing what they think is at the core of the massive, distant planet Experts used to think the 

core was rocky, but that has changed. 

The so-called "fuzzy" description refers to what they now believe is a slushy mix of ice, rock 

and metallic fluids -- and a core that's larger than previously thought. Scientists reached this 

conclusion not by probing the inside of saturn. But by studying its rings. They analyzed data 

gathered by nasa's cassini spacecraft -- concluding that ripples in Saturn’s rings are caused by 

oscillations in the planet's interior. A study on the findings published Monday in the journal 

nature astronomy. 

8/17/21:  health issues, volunteerism opportunities, public safety, crime prevention, civic 

affairs,  

A popular deli in Montgomery’s Cloverdale area is closed temporarily after its ceiling 



 

 

 

 

collapsed. Elmore county schools are now requiring students and faculty to wear a mask, after 

the number of covid-19 cases in the school system continues to rise. Reporter Kay McCabe 

spoke with the superintendent to get more details on the plan. Over the weekend, bus loads of 

afghan refugees arrived in northern Virginia with little more than the clothes on their back. 

They managed to escape from an increasingly dangerous situation on the ground at kabul's 

airport, where on Monday, a gunman shot at afghan security forces guarding the gate. One 

afghan died. No u-s personnel were hurt. He violence putting new urgency into evacuation 

efforts. Psaki says: "we have been very clear that we are not leaving Americans who want to 

return home. We are going to bring them home." The white house has a target date of august 

31st, and the Taliban is calling that date a red line, so, the pace is picking up. The 

administration says at least 28 flights carrying more than 10-thousand people took off Sunday, 

the most yet, but, a spokesman either does not know, or won't say, exactly how many 

Americans, still, have to be flown out. Kirby says: "it thinks I’m just going to leave it at several 

thousand rights now." And, u-s allies are concerned about their citizens too, pushing for a u-s 

military presence into September. Sullivan says: "we're in touch with the Taliban daily. We're 

in touch with our allies and partners. The president will make his own determination." 

Members of congress have plenty of their own questions about the decision-making process 

and say they raised those concerns with the administration when they first heard the pull out 

plan. Rogers says: "i can tell you the democrat members were as just as vigorous as the 

republican members in opposing this." And, congress will start getting some answers when key 

members of the administration hold classified briefings for relevant committees this week. 

8/23/21: civic affairs, volunteerism opportunities, civil rights history, community issues, 

education issues 

A man was arrested today after barricading himself inside a Montgomery home during an 

attempted burglary. It happened in the 3500 block of Pelzer avenue. Police say there was no 

imminent danger to the surrounding homes. The suspect, 40 year old Jamie driver, was taken 

into custody around 5pm. He is being held in the Montgomery county detention facility. 

Charges are still pending in the case. The Alabama democratic party has confirmed that 

State representative Thad mcclammy has passed away. Mcclammy represented Alabama’s 76th 

district since 19-94. Mcclammy was a ranking member on the house judiciary committee. And 

chairman of the Montgomery county legislation committee as well as a chairman of the 

alabama house of representatives public safety committee. He also served as president of 

Trenholm state community college for 14 years. Mcclammy was 78 years old. Funeral 

arrangements have not been announced yet. His legacy will be one of a thoughtful and 

deliberative individual who cared about his fellow man, who was highly intelligent and 

insightful and served as a mentor and counselor so many, and he was a giant among men who 

know how to navigate, to represent those who elected him, but also an effective leader of 

Trenholm state technical college mcclammy was 78 years old. Funeral arrangements have not 

been announced yet. 

8/29/21: volunteerism opportunities, public safety, crime prevention, community issues 

Ema officials in Dallas county are concerned about flash flooding -- strong winds -- and the 

possibility of tornadoes.  Stiles sot- and at this time we do have all of our individual storm 

shelters for those citizens that live in mobile homes Director toya stiles says residents need to 

take all weather warnings seriously. Sot- at this time we're going through this pandemic and I 

know a lot of people are hesitant about going to the storm shelters. But it would be best if 

everyone goes to the storm shelters because if there is a pop-up tornado, a tornado will kill you 

faster than the virus. In Perry county, a major concern is for downed trees and power lines. 



 

 

 

 

Kimbrough sot- if there's power outage there is concern about people that may be on oxygen, 

elderly people that for a long time without power is critical for them. Ema director deandrae 

kimbrough says people need to stay weather aware for the next couple of days. Sot- any time 

you have a hurricane, it's a possibility of spin-off tornadoes. They're a little different from our 

normal tornado season. You really don't get the warning that you would normally get when you 

are able to track the cells. They're quick. They're brief. But they can pack a lot of damage. 

Reporting from Perry county, gm, Alabama news network. An Alabama state university 

student took action to help his family get out of new Orleans and to safe place before ida came 

ashore. 

As reporter Kay McCabe tells us, it's not the first time he's come to his family's rescue. Just as 

many Americans were getting used to vacationing this summer, trouble-free, in their favorite 

European destinations. The e-u is saying: not anymore. On Monday, the bloc reinstated covid 

travel restrictions on the u-s and five other countries. Those measures include quarantine and 

testing requirements for unvaccinated travelers, As well as a halt on all non-essential travel. 

8/30/21: community issues, health issues, volunteerism opportunities, civil rights history 

The sec has announced its game cancellation policies for the athletic year. Adam has details in 

sports. And kane brown talks about completing the renovation at the east lake boys & girls club 

as part of Lowe’s 100 hometowns project. Entertainment news is next. And a rare white rhino 

baby is born at the san Diego zoo. The san Diego zoo is celebrating the birth of a 125-pound 

baby girl. In this case, she's a rare white rhino calf. Since 19-72, the san Diego zoo has been 

successfully breeding the threatened species in captivity. Over the years, 104 baby white rhinos 

have been born at the zoo, adding to the population of just 18-thousand left in the world. 

The baby girl has not been named yet and she'll continue to nurse during her first year of life. 

But she's got a bit of growing to do. When full grown, at around three years of age, she could 

weigh between four and five thousand pounds. 

9/4/21: public safety, crime prevention, health issues, community affairs, economic 

development 

Alabama is using twelve point thee million dollars in coronavirus relief funds to hire nurses for 

state hospitals that are overwhelmed with covid-19 patients. Federal health officials are asking 

the white house to delay the rollout of the moderna booster campaign. The Biden 

administration had said the shots would be available beginning Monday, September twentieth. 

Officials with the c-d-c reportedly feel the white house got ahead of itself in setting that date. 

They want the f-d-a to conduct a review first. The booster would be available to people who 

were fully vaccinated against the coronavirus at least eight months earlier. A shortage of chips 

temporarily shut down the Montgomery Hyundai plant earlier this year. Hyundai is working 

with their parts affiliate hyundai mobis and manufacturer magnachip semiconductor on the 

new chip project. Tabout 150 soldiers from the Alabama army national guard's 142nd military 

police brigade Are headed to Louisiana to assist with hurricane ida relief efforts. The team 

started preparations following authorization from governor Kay Ivey for a 21- Day mission to 

augment the Louisiana national guard, through an emergency Management assistance compact 

agreement between the states. 

The mp team will provide civil support and any other functions as needed.  

He chips are planned for use in a car to be manufactured next year. 

9/5/21: public safety, crime prevention, community issues, civic affairs, health issues, civil 

rights history 

The Alabama department of health says covid 19 vaccination rates in the state are starting to 



 

 

 

 

improve. His has started to offer a small glimmer of hope to the medical officials in the state. 

State health officer dr. Scott harris says the state continues to be in a difficult place with near-

record level hospitalizations and a record number of virus patiens in the i-c-u. But the uptick in 

vaccinations are very encouraging. An early morning shooting leaves a woman dead and a man 

critically injured in Montgomery. Around 7am this morning, police received reports of a 

shooting in the 900 block of David drive. On the scene they found a woman with a fatal 

gunshot wound and a man with a life threatening wound. The woman was pronounced dead 

and the man was taken to a nearby hospital for treatment. Details of the shooting are under 

investigation. 

For the 73rd straight year. Montgomery's greek orthodox church is sponsoring what they call 

the capital city's largest labor day bar-b-q. And you don't want to miss out on some longtime 

favorites. For more on the bar b-q, and how you can get those famous Greek pastries and 

Boston butts. The coast guard says a private dive team is trying to find the source of a 

suspected 

Oil spill spotted in the bay marchand area of the gulf of Mexico after hurricane ida wreaked 

Havoc in the region according to the associated press, on Wednesday satellite images showed a 

miles-long brownish-black slick spreading. In coastal waters about two miles off port 

fourchon, louisiana, an oil and gas hub. The images appeared to show the slick drifting more 

than a dozen 

Miles eastward along the gulf coast, the ap said. A coast guard spokesman said talos energy 

had hired clean gulf. Associates to respond to the suspected spill and contracted the 

Private dive team to locate the source of the slick. The Alabama crimson tide football team is 

known for its winning tradition. And for having one of college football's -- most enthusiastic 

fan bases. Tonight -- we'll introduce to one of those die-hard bama fans -- and tell you about 

his amazing gift. With a storied history that includes 18 national championships -- clearly the 

Alabama crimson tide football team has played in some memorable games. Seth Williams of 

valley grande is a die-hard bama fan -- who can remember more of them -- than most. 

Williams can tell you the scores -- and opponents -- in every Alabama football game -- for the 

past 20 years. It can be for a random specific game. Sot- the 1992 championship team. Who'd 

they play? And what was the score? Miami, 34 to 13. Or he can also run them down by the 

season -- like a list. Swilliams sot- 2009 they beat virginia tech 34 -24 -- florida international 

40 to 14 -- north texas state 53 to 7 -- arkansas 35 to 7 -- won at kentucky 38 to 21 -- at ole 

miss 22 to 3. That's just a sample of his unique ability. Williams is on the autism spectrum. 

And as a result -- he has a memory -- like elephant. It's like a super-power -- that he only uses 

for good. Like raising awareness about autism. Lwilliams sot- we want to educate people that 

autism is something that people, you know, it's not a terrible diagnosis like some people think. 

Sot- i believe that this is a gift from god. I believe god's gifted me with this. And I believe it's 

for a purpose and a reason. 

9/7/21:  crime prevention and law enforcement, public safety, community events 

The Alabama department of health says covid 19 vaccination rates in the state are starting to 

improve. This has started to offer a small glimmer of hope to the medical officials in the state. 

State health officer dr. Scott harris says the state continues to be in a difficult place with near-

record level hospitalizations and a record number of virus patiens in the i-c-u. But the uptick in 

vaccinations are very encouraging. There's a montgomery traffic advisory from state officials. 

U-s 31 is blocked in both directions in lowndes county after a two vehicle accident at the 

Montgomery county line just after 2-o-clock this afternoon. Crews are working to clear the 

road. Again that's highway 31 in Lowndes county at the Montgomery county line. To the 



 

 

 

 

kickoff of the Boeing red tails classic at crampon bowl. The Boeing company, with espn 

events, mayor steven reed and the city of Montgomery. Hosted a fan fest at Paterson field. 

Music, tailgate games, and food welcomed fans ahead of the game. Boeing along with other 

companies including nasa greeted families and shared information about their companies. As 

well as potential job and internship opportunities. "We want to go out to every community that 

we can. We like to go to hbcs and places we don't normally get a chance to." "these are a lot of 

our sponsors, so just trying to give fans a little something to do before the game." Boeing will 

also be hold an hbcu virtual career day on September 14. And fans have been tailgating ahead 

of the red tail classic today. Tuskegee university will be taking on fort valley state at crampton 

bowl. 

Fans say both teams have been anticipating this game for a while because of the pandemic. 

"With covid everybody is a little ready to get out and you notice our tent doesn't have walls. 

Were trying to make it as safe as possible for people to come out and have as much fun as they 

possibly can." Boeing will also be hold an hbcu virtual career day on September 14. 

9/12/21: civic affairs, health issues, economic development, public safety 

More children return to in person learning as covid-19 cases, hospitalizations and deaths 

remain high across the country. Reid binion reports. "uh, you know, we'll be as safe as we can 

be." 

More students are returning to in person learning this week. Some -- after a year and a half of 

being away from the classroom. Among those -- students in new york city. .where teachers 

return Monday facing a vaccine mandate. By September 27th, they are required to show proof 

of having had at least one dose of coronavirus vaccine. Meanwhile -- in Georgia. Some 

students are going back to remote learning -- after an increase in covid cases. This comes as the 

healthcare system struggles to treat new cases despite an increase in vaccinations since earlier 

this summer. 

26 states have more than half of their residents fully vaccinated. And the total u-s population is 

more than 50 percent fully vaccinated. But some hospitals are still filling up with unvaccinated 

covid-19 patients. This all comes as president biden is set to announce new measures in the 

international fight against the pandemic. Dr. Vivek murthy: "there will be more actions that we 

continue to work on, uh, in the days ahead. And especially on the global front where we'll be 

taking steps and the president will be making announcements ahead of the un general assembly 

about additional measures that were taken to help vaccinate them." Former Alabama house 

speaker mike Hubbard Has apologized for his ethics conviction That he said hurt the state and 

his family As his attorney filed a request for Early release after serving one year of a 28-month 

sentence. In a Friday court filing, hubbard's attorney argued his sentence of over two years 

behind bars is out of line with punishments handed down to other officials. In a letter to the 

judge, hubbard apologized to the state for his conviction. A jury in 2016 convicted hubbard of 

violating the state ethics law, including using his public office for personal financial gain. 

The Alabama medical cannabis commission. Will ask state lawmakers to revise the state's 

medical marijuana law. In order to get plants in the ground next year and make products 

available to patients sooner.  Commission vice chair rex vaughn said he has been in discussions 

with lawmakers about moving up the start date for licensing cultivators from sept 1, 2022 to 

early 2022. He said that would allow a crop to be grown in 2022. The commission also voted 

to offer state treasurer john mcmillan the job of executive director of the new agency that will 

run the medical cannabis program. 

9/13/21: community issues, civil rights history, public safety 

In Tuskegee the ongoing saga behind a confederate statue, may be coming to a resolution. 



 

 

 

 

Officials have announced that Macon county has filed suit in state courts to finally settle 

Who owns the land that the statue is located on. This lawsuit may be the beginning of the end, 

of the on going fight the county says they own the land that the statue is located on. Back in 

1906, the then macon county commission essential gifted the land to the united daughters of 

the confederacy and the resolution reads That the park was to be used for white people and for 

the placement of the confederate statue. That original deed was lost, and another was drafted in 

1949, with the same language. However, the deed states that when the land was not being used 

for the said purpose, ownership would revert back to the county…. Macon county officials 

have retained the gray law firm to file suit Against the united daughters of the confederacy, and 

the tuskegee chapter of the united daughters of the confederacy… "the original conveyance 

was unlawful and we allege is unlawful because you can’t take public property and give it 

away to a private group and that private group then engage in activities that according to its 

terms it must be for white people. Should it cease to be used for said purp0se the claim that the 

county now has shall revert to said county, and that's what this lawsuit is all about." Macon 

county officials have retained the gray law firm to file suit against the united daughters of the 

confederacy, and the tuskegee chapter of the united daughters of the confederacy… 

9/14/21: volunteerism opportunities, health issues, community issues, crime prevention, 

resources 

Troy university is making some big changes as construction crews begin to tear down what 

was once the library building. Mccartha hall was built in 1950. And after it was a library, it was 

home to several programs, including rotc. Today crews began the demolition process to replace 

it with a brand new material and manufacturing sciences building. The new facility is expected 

to cost 12 million dollars. Which comes from state and federal grants. The center has already 

been established but it's already outgrown what we have we need a new building we need a 

state of the art world class facility so that we can do the kind of research that's going to help 

firms like kw plastics and the automotive industry and all of the great manufacturers initiatives 

in Alabama 

Demolition is expected to take about 6 weeks before new construction can begin. The new 

building should be finished by September of 20-23. This morning's rain didn't stop the 

montgomery county sheriff's office's annual senior fishing rodeo. After taking a break last year 

due to the pandemic. The fishing rodeo was back at lagoon park. Montgomery county sheriff 

derrick Cunningham says that the annual event is a way to help build trust in the community. 

And to give area seniors the chance to experience the great outdoors.  This is such a great 

fantastic outdoor environment i mean this is just great especially for our seniors for our youth 

and it's county owned so we can maintain it we can keep it clean and they love coming out 

here. 

It let them know it's not all about the legal aspect of law-enforcement it's not all about that they 

want to mingle and be a part of people lives as well which makes a difference. The 

Montgomery county sheriff's department has hosted the fishing rodeo for the past 20 years. 

Back here at home -- covid-19 is once again having an impact on plans for the Alabama 

national fair. Reporter Mattie Davis shows us what you'll find when you walk through the gates 

this year. We're turning the corner from summer to fall. And for many in the river region. This 

brings excitement for amusement rides and cotton candy. Nearly 70 years ago Kiwanis club of 

Montgomery members came up with the idea for the first Alabama national fair. Proceeds go 

to organizations in the river region that serve children. They have given away 7.5 million 

dollars since the fairs start. 

And that is why last year. Organizers were determined to not cancel the attraction despite the 



 

 

 

 

pandemic. In preparing for this year. It was a bumpy road But they say they learned a lot from 

last year. And not having a fair was never in consideration. Masks will be optional, sanitizer 

will be available, and grounds will be cleaned on a regular basis. The fair will run from 

October 8th through 17th The Kiwanis club is exciting to bring back the anticipated event once 

again. 

Or information on Alabama national fair tickets, special events, and competitions. Visit a-l-

national-fair dot org 

9/18/21: civic affairs, public safety 

Police are investigating an early morning shooting in Montgomery that left one person dead 

and another injured. Police say 33-year-old donyale taylor was found shot to death in the 4300 

block of nordale drive at about 2:30 a.m. That location is off east south boulevard, east of 

norman bridge road. Police say they also went to a hospital where they found a woman who 

had a non-life threatening gunshot wound. They say she had also been shot in the 4300 block 

of nordale drive. Police say they are still investigating the circumstances involved in the 

shooting. 

Lawmakers have a big to-do list ahead of them-- And democrats say their top priority right 

now is the president's two-part spending package. The bi-partisan infrastructure package has 

already passed in the senate. And a 3 point 5 trillion dollar spending bill is in the works. But as 

britt conway reports, getting it across the finish line won't be easy. Senate democrats are back 

on the hill and back to battling it out over the 3 point 5 trillion dollar budget bill. Democratic 

leaders said they want the deal hammered out by Wednesday, and house speaker Nancy Pelosi 

has promised to bring it to the floor by the 27th. Bipartisan backing is unlikely but, under 

budget reconciliation, the bill can pass with just 50 *democratic votes. Problem is-- the 

centerpiece of the president's agenda is stalling within his own party. One of the major issues? 

The price-tag. 

Sen. Joe manchin, west virginia: "i'm looking for a competitive tax rate i want to make 

adjustments and changes. One, one and a half, we don't know what it's going to be." 

Others say that's not nearly enough. Rep Jamaal bowman, new york: "when we increase job 

training programs, when we increase child care, people will get back to work." Sen. Bernie 

sanders, vermont: "we've got to lower the cost of prescription drugs for people. We've got to 

expand medicare to include dental, hearing aids and eyeglasses. We have to maintain the $300 

direct payment we're giving to working parents." But there still isn't a consensus over those 

health care provisions -- Or climate provisions. Not to mention the debate over the tax hikes on 

the wealthy and corporations to pay for it all. Sen. Ben Cardin, Maryland: "the way that 

compromise will most likely take place will be on how long these programs will be in place, 

how large the programs will be but the different components are pretty well-supported at this 

point." 

I'm Britt Conway reporting. 

9/19/21:  civic affairs, public safety, civil rights history, health issues, education 

Montgomery police have made an arrest In a murder that happened on September 5th. 

31 year old James Jennings Was arrested Saturday For the shooting death of 28 year old 

andrique Sheridan Jennings is currently being held in the Montgomery recent data suggests that 

20-21 could be one of the worst years for gun violence the u-s has seen in decades. County 

detention facility. The gun violence archive says more than 14-thousand, five-hundred people 

were killed by gun violence from January first through September 15-th.  That's about 13-

hundred more fatalities nine-percent increase. From the same time frame in 20-20. There has 

also been a 15-percent rise in mass shootings in 20-21 compared in 20-20. The g-v-a defines 



 

 

 

 

mass shootings as an incident where at least four-people, not including the shooter, are killed 

or wounded by gunfire.  Alabama may now get only 70% of monoclonal antibody products 

that we have been receiving. After the feds announce they'll be rationing the treatment., This 

comes as we are still seeing rising covid cases. Reporter Mattie Davis has the details according 

to state health officer Scott Harris. Monoclonal antibody treatments have proven to keep 

Alabamians from getting seriously ill with covid-19. Recently. Almost 3 quarters of the 

monoclonal products in the country have been going to 6 or 7 states in the southeast. "a lot of 

that has to do with the fact that we have really high case numbers, but we have in Alabama 

been encouraging people to use these for often." Now. The u-s department of health and human 

services is completely changing how the product is distributed. No longer allowing providers 

to order it directly but instead putting state health departments in charge of the process. 

"There’s no question that just changing everything like this in the middle of the stream there is 

going to be a learning curve." 

Harris says the federal government wants to know exactly how many of these products are 

being used to ensure they are not just sitting on a shelf. "they were ordering the product, they 

were receiving it but they were never notifying anybody if actually given it." The amount a 

state is given each week is based on the case numbers from the previous week. Harris says 

regional medical center in Anniston ran out of monoclonal this week due to this sudden 

change. And they aren’t the only ones feeling the impacts. He says the next week or so will tell 

exactly what kind of effect this will have on our state. "I mean I’m hopeful it doesn't mean a 

cut for us but really at this point i’m just not sure. We just haven’t seen their formula exactly 

and don’t know how it’s going to play out." anyone who is at high risk for developing severe 

covid-19 Who is 12 years old or older is Can receive monoclonal antibodies However, doctor 

Harris says That vaccines are still the best way to prevent serious illness from covid-19 

9/20/21: health issues, community issues 

Is it time for the growing town of pike road to get its own full time fire department? A family 

in pike road is without a home after a fire destroyed their home over the weekend. Pike road is 

currently the fastest growing community in the state. So is there a need for full-time emergency 

response teams? We ask the mayor. 10 volunteer fire stations serve the pike road area with 24/ 

7 emergency response availability. Each year the town accesses the need for a full time 

department. They base the measurement off of service and response times. Mayor Gordon 

stone says there is not an immediate need for a full time fire department. And those volunteers 

are fulfilling all of the needs of the community. "it’s unfortunate that we have occasions where 

people do have loss of property and that is something that we don't ever want to be the result 

but the measure of last weekend is did we arrive at an appropriate time and did those 

committed public servants fulfill their responsibility and the answer is not only did they do it 

but they did it very well." "The way they do their job so efficiently and effectively allows us to 

have dollars to invest in things like schools and road systems." Stone says there is also not a 

need for a full time police department right now. That they continue to maintain a great 

relationship with the county sherrif's department. Pfizer announcing a big breakthrough that 

should make parents happy and help protect more young people from covid-19. We're still 

averaging about 142-thousand covid cases every day in the u-s, but, that number could soon be 

going down. Pfizer announcing, Monday, their vaccine is safe and effective for kids ages five 

through 11, and they'll be asking for emergency use authorization from the f-d-a by the end of 

the month. The company says the antibodies produced in the younger age group were similar 

to those found in teens and adults, welcome news for doctors and health officials. Mcclellan 

says: "the dose that's being used is significantly less than for adults. 1/3rd the dose, and the side 



 

 

 

 

effects of that dosage seem good. The immune response seems very strong." It's also a huge 

update for parents as most kids head back to school for the fall. Covid infections are 

skyrocketing among young people, now making up more than 25 percent of all cases in the u-s, 

and the company says they had more volunteers than they could accommodate for the clinical 

trials. Gruber says: "there's pent up demand for parents to be able to have their children return 

to a normal life, to reduce the risk of their child getting sick." Also on Monday, the white 

house easing restrictions for foreign visitors. 

Starting in November, all foreign nationals traveling to the u-s must be fully vaccinated before 

they arrive, ending the current rules that banned travel for non-citizens who had been to an 

overseas covid hotspot. The announcement being welcomed by world leaders. Johnson says: "I 

thank the, the president for the, for the progress that we've been able to, to make." The c-d-c 

will also now require airlines to collect contact information from international travelers.  

9/21/21: public safety, civil rights history, crime prevention, volunteerism opportunities, 

economic development 

At auburn university officials plan a town hall meeting To address sexual assault. We have an 

update to a story we brought to you last week. Auburn university now plans to hold a town hall 

on sexual assault following a trio of recent reported cases that prompted a protest by dozens of 

students and advocates. Representatives from campus security, student affairs, the auburn 

police division will be on hand for the meeting , which is set for Wednesday, The sexual 

assault reports led To a protest at toomer's corner on Tuesday That drew more than 100 auburn 

students and alumni. The protesters called for more accountability and action by the school. 

Selma police are investigating the city's 16th murder of the year. Reporter George McDonald 

has more on this. From west Alabama McDonald ll- police chief kenta fulford says 48 year old 

roderick moore of Selma -- was stabbed to death over the weekend. Fulford says officers were 

called out to vaughan regional medical center at around 9 Friday night -- after man who had 

been stabbed in the neck was brought in to the e-r. Sot- upon officer arrival they were advised 

that 48 year old black male roderick moore of Selma had been stabbed. He did die from his 

injury from a stab wound. We think right now that it happened in the 10 block of mimosa. 

Fulford says investigators are pursuing leads in the case -- but so far -- no arrests have been 

made. Sot- no arrests, no suspects at this time. But we're asking anyone with any information 

to please give us a call here at the police department, 874-2125, or our crime stopper line, 215-

stop. Reporting from Selma, gm, Alabama news network. 0 volunteer fire stations serve the 

pike road area with 24/ 7 emergency response availability. Each year the town accesses the 

need for a full time department.They base the measurement off of service and response times. 

Mayor gordon stone says there is not an immediate need for a full time fire department. And 

those volunteers are fulfilling all of the needs of the community. There's a new fun exhibit that 

just opened at the Montgomery zoo. Waters of the world is an exhibit filled with cool aquatic 

animals for the whole family to see. The exhibit is filled with south American animals of all 

kinds, including colorful fresh water sting rays. More animals will be added to the exhibit for 

their asian tank and mud-skipper tank. Kids can come and learn about not just the animals but 

also how to help their environment. 

9/27/21:public safety, civil rights history, civic affairs 

The prison problems in Alabama are well documented Inmate violence, crumbling 

infrastructure, and severe understaffing, Are just a few --- this plan will add 4 thousand beds to 

Alabama’s prison system And build three new state owned prisons as well as renovating those 

prisons that will remain under the new plan.--- legislators plan to use Federal coronavirus 

funds, to help with the cost… "400 million dollars in federal covid money that they can use 



 

 

 

 

towards building this new prisons which means they will only have to finance about 780 

million in order to build the new prisons and also benefit the one's that are going to be saved in 

this plan" opponents to the proposed prison plan argue That building new prisons, will not cure 

the states prison issues. 

Legislators have 12 working days to pass the bill. Goodwyn middle school in Montgomery will 

be closed for the next 14 days due to a rise in covid-19 cases. The school will be closed starting 

tomorrow. And will reopen on Tuesday, October 12th. During that time, the building will be 

thoroughly cleaned and sanitized. Teachers will provide students with assignments while the 

school is closed. Goodwin is the 8th school in Montgomery public schools to be temporarily 

closed, due to covid. 

9/28/21:public safety, education and development, civic affairs 

Montgomery police are searching for a killer. After a man was shot and killed late last night. 

Police say that 20 year old tyrese garner was shot on express drive just before 11 o'clock. 

That's just off troy highway. No arrests have been made. If you have any information that can 

help police, call Crimestoppers at 215 stop. Your tip could lead to a cash reward and you can 

remain anonymous. One person is dead after a motorcycle crash in Montgomery. Authorities 

say that 66-year-old bobby brown died when the motorcycle he was driving- crashed. That 

crash happened around 11 p-m Saturday night in the area of Norman bridge road and east south 

boulevard. Brown died at the scene. The cause is still under investigation. New projects are in 

the works for Montgomery public schools. Thanks to voters approving a property tax hike last 

year to bring more money to the school system. The ad valorem tax increase that residents 

voted yes to last year, allowed the funding to bring in an additional 33 million dollars for the 

school system, which the board, construction program management firm volkert, and others-- 

plan to use the funding to rebuild schools. So far they've done multiple walk troughs and 

spoken with teachers and staff about the quality of buildings. Local leaders say they're excited 

to see improvement in our school system. From west Alabama -- state senator malia sanders-

fortier awards community service grants -- to a half dozen dallas county non-profit 

organizations. The awards ranged from 5 thousand dollars -- to 30 thousand dollars. Dallas 

county schools -- Selma city schools -- the town of Orrville -- martin middle school -- and 

mcrae learning center all received awards. The grants are funded through the Alabama 

education trust fund. A total of 96 thousand dollars in awards were given out. "each senator 

and each representative is allotted resources from the education trust fund to give out into the 

community as long as it's something related to education." Applications for the next round of 

grants are due by December 15th. 

For more information -- call 419-19-47. The pandemic has caused many people to lose their 

jobs and have to rely on food banks for help. The Montgomery area food bank held a mobile 

pantry this the food truck was able to give out large amounts of non-perishable food while also 

providing fresh fruits and vegetables. Volunteers from the heavy hearts youth mentoring 

programs came out to distribute the food and load them into cars. Over 500 families signed up 

for the food registry today. The line for the mobile pantry started hours before the food truck 

had even arrived. Morning at the Wetumpka sports complex. 

9/29/21: crime prevention and law enforcement, education and development, public safety 

A Selma woman arrested for stabbing her husband to death -- makes a first appearance before a 

judge. Wcov reporter george mcdonald has the story. District judge bob armstrong set bond for 

49 year old jeanette moore -- at $90-thousand dollars. Moore is charged with murder -- and 

tampering with physical evidence. She's accused of fatally stabbing her husband -- 48 year old 

roderick moore -- just over a week ago. Jackson sot- this is a domestic violence murder. She's 



 

 

 

 

charged with stabbing her husband in the neck after an argument or some kind of 

confrontation. She stabbed him in the neck and he bled out as she was taking him to the 

hospital.  Mcdonald ll- da jackson says a preliminary hearing has been set for November 2nd. 

From the wal newsroom, gm, Alabama news network. The murder was the 16th homicide -- in 

Selma this year. A three-time olympian made a historic swim off of the coast of rhode island 

Saturday. Elizabeth beisel successfully swam nearly ten and a half miles from matunuck beach 

to block island. She is the first woman to ever complete the swim. She did it in honor of her 

father-- who died from stage four pancreatic cancer in July. The event raised money for swim 

across America. Which helps fund cancer research. Beisel is an Olympic silver medalist and 

served as team u-s-a swimming captain in 2016.  R&b singer r. Kelly was convicted by a 

federal jury today of racketeering in his sex trafficking trial. Prosecutors say Kelly exploited 

his stardom over a quarter-century to lure women and underage girls into his orbit for sex. The 

54 year old artist pleaded not guilty to a racketeering charge and eight counts of violating a 

federal law making it illegal to transport people across state lines for prostitution. Prosecutors 

tried to portray Kelly as a predator who used his fame and charisma to attract women and 

underage girls, then subject them to violent physical and sexual abuse, some of which he 

recorded. Defense lawyers say Kelly was generous with those around him, and said his 

accusers are liars looking for a payday or hoped-for music careers that never took off. 

9/30/21: education and development, civil rights history, civic affairs 

California set to become the first state to mandate vaccination shots. For all public and private 

school students ages 12 to 17. The mandate would go into effect for students in grades k-12 

after the fda fully approves the vaccine for students in those age groups. Newsom says: "we 

want to get this thing done. We want to end this pandemic. We are all exhausted by it. And the 

purpose of this is to continue to lead in that space." So far, parents are split on whether it's the 

right approach. Wasilkoski says: "there are a lot of other vaccines that are already mandated, i 

feel like this vaccine's been tested very rigorously and i think it's a good idea." Cambron says: 

"my kids were like 'what are we going to do, mom?' I’m like; i'm going to pull you out of 

school. We're going to home school and we're going to figure this out." The push to speed up 

vaccinations comes as the u.s. Surpasses 700-thousand deaths from coronavirus. The most 

reported of any country in the world. The white house working to mitigate the spread of this 

virus. Saying part of the solution lies in getting booster shots to those who need them. Zients 

says: "nearly 2 million booster shots in the first week. That's a very strong start." And, new 

research suggests they're needed. A new study found antibodies from the pfizer vaccine 

disappear within seven months. 

Some school districts already have a vaccine mandate in place. Including l.a. Unified, the 

second-largest school district in the country. Its mandate is set to go into effect in January for 

students 12 and older. Many school systems in our area are dealing with food shortages. 

It's a growing problem. Not just here, but across the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS  2021 

 

 
ABA – ADULT PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

 

The AL DHR is launching a new campaign aimed at protecting the elderly population in our 

state.  ABA has issued a series of spots to remind viewers of the issues related to elderly abuse. 

These spots give examples of elderly persons being abused or abandoned by family or care 

givers. The spots provide a 1-800 number where people can report suspected abuse. 

 

ABA - ALABAMA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 

 

The Alabama Army National Guard continues to serve local communities as they provide 

resources and recovery efforts after floods, fires, hurricanes, tornados and other emergency 

situation.  Selfless service is the guiding principle that drives soldiers to be ready whenever 

disaster strikes. These spots emphasis the Guard’s unique mission and commitment to 

community and country, as well as the many opportunities it offers to lead, learn, and gain in-

demand job skills while serving part time, close to home.   

 

ABA – ALABAMA WORKS 

 

The Alabama Workforce Council is working to help Alabamians train for jobs and find 

employment.  At the same time, they are working with employers to assist in finding qualified 

applicants and providing training programs to fit needs across the state. 

 

ABA - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

 

The Alabama Department of Labor is tasked with providing workers and employers with 

resources to help train and employ a skilled workforce.  They also have resources to connect 

potential employees with employers across the state.  In order to assist people across the state, 

the DOL has opened Career Centers in numerous locations.  During the Covid-19 pandemic, 

these centers have been closed to the public.   

 



 

 

 

 

ABA – DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

 

Alabama Department of Human Resources is working to increase the number of adoptions and 

foster care families for in-state children.  Because Alabama stations air these spots, the agency 

receives more than 100 inquiries each year from families willing to “open their hearts and open 

their homes” to children in need.    

 

 

ABA – PALS – PEOPLE AGAINST A LITTERED STATE 

 

Alabama PALS, People Against A Littered State, are working to reduce litter throughout our 

state and encourage people to volunteer to clean up or natural resources.  This campaign 

reminds viewers that “It’s Not Hard to Not Litter”.  It demonstrates the proper disposal of trash 

in cans at gas pumps, store fronts, offices and homes instead of throwing it out of cards.   

 

AD COUNCIL – ALZHEIMER’S AWARENESS 

 

Close family members know their loved ones best, and are typically the first to notice memory 

issues or cognitive problems but they’re often hesitant to initiate a conversation – even when 

they know something is wrong.  For those with Alzheimer’s and their family members, an 

early diagnosis can help decrease the burden of the disease by allowing more time for critical 

care planning.  That’s why it’s so important to have these conversations.      

 

AD COUNCIL – COVID 19 VACCINE EDUCATION 

 

The Ad Council and COVID Collaborative are leading a massive communications effort to 

educate the American public and build confidence around the COVID-19 vaccines.  Guided by 

the leading minds in science and medicine and fueled by the best talent in the private sector, 

the COVID-19 Vaccine Education Initiative is designed to reach different audiences, including 

communities of color who have been disproportionately affected by COVID-19. 

 

AD COUNCIL – CHILD SAFETY 

 

The Ad Council’s Child Safety Campaign focuses on Child Car Safety.  Car crashes are a 

leading cause of death for children ages 1-14.  Parents go to great lengths to ensure their 

children are safe and protected-but when it comes to car safety many let their guard down.    

 



 

 

 

 

CHILDREN’S ACT PSA 

 

In compliance with FCC regulations, WCOV Fox 20 airs a minimum of 3 hours of children’s 

educational and informative programming each week. Information about our children’s 

programming can be found in WCOV’s Public file with a link available at www.wcov.com   

 

CONNECT 360 HOMELAND SECURITY 

 

The Department of Homeland Security is committed to strengthening hometown security by 

creating partnerships with state, local, tribal, and territorial governments and the private sector 

as well as the communities they serve.  “If You See Something, Say Something” is a national 

campaign that raises public awareness of the indicators of terrorism and terrorism related 

crime, as well as the importance of reporting suspicious activity to state and local law 

enforcement.   

 

EASTERSEALS GOLF TOURNAMENT 2021  

 

“Eagles fore Easterseals” is an inaugural golf tourney benefitting Easterseals Central Alabama 

to be held on October 15, 2021.  This fundraising campaign is a four-person scramble golf 

event.  Easterseals seeks to change the way the world defines and views disability by making 

profound, positive differences in people’s lives every day.  Through a variety of programs, and 

serving as a resource “hub”, Easterseals Central Alabama serves thousands of children, adults, 

and seniors across the state.      

 

EEO PSA  

 

WCOV is an equal opportunity employer. Information about our EEO and staff recruitment 

efforts can be found in WCOV’s Public File with a link available at www.wcov.com.  

 

OAKWOOD CEMETARY PROJECT 

 

The Oakwood Cemetery Project is a joint project between the Montgomery County Historical 

Society and the City of Montgomery to create an online searchable database and map of 

Oakwood Cemetery’s 38,076 burial sites that span the city’s last 200 years.    

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

WCOV CHARITY 

WCOV aired several spots showcasing the many charities they support with the help of 

viewership. Organizations include Common Ground, Family Sunshine Center, Friendship 

Mission, MACOA, Mercy House 

 

WCOV GIVES BACK- COMMON GROUND  

WCOV has partnered with Common Ground Ministries.  CGM provides developmental 

programs, camps, and activities while connecting youth in West Montgomery, Alabama with 

resources and mentors.   

 

WCOV GIVES BACK- FAMILY SUNSHINE CENTER  

WCOV has partnered with the Family Sunshine Center. FSC provides services for victims of 

family violence, stalking, sexual assault, and human trafficking.  Service sites are located in 

Autauga, Butler, Chilton, Crenshaw, Dallas, Elmore, Lowndes, Montgomery, Perry and 

Wilcox counties. 

 

WCOV GIVES BACK- MACOA  

WCOV has partnered with the Montgomery Area Council on Aging. MACOA assists senior 

citizens by providing services to promote independent living, by offering opportunities to 

enhance quality of line and by increasing community awareness of senior issues.   

 

WCOV GIVES BACK- MERCY HOUSE  

WCOV has partnered with the Mercy House.  Mercy House was established as a 501©3 non-

profit outreach to better reach this community with the gospel and to demonstrate the love and 

mercy of God in a more excellent way to the forgotten, marginalized, disenfranchised, poverty-

stricken people of the Washington Park Community. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Woods Communications Corporation     

PSA Broadcast Totals Summary 3rd Quarter 2021    

     

 Jul Aug Sep 
3rd Qtr 

2021 

ABA/ADULT PROTECTIVE SERVICES 21 22 15 58 

ABA/ALABAMA WORKS 78 55  133 

ABA/ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 370 350 313 1033 

ABA/DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 93 91 72 256 

ABA/DHR 21 35 32 88 

ABA/PALS  35 16 51 

PSA/Ad Council Alzheimer's Awareness 25 28 14 67 

PSA/Ad Council COVID-19 Vaccine Education 195 199 109 503 

PSA/Ad Council/Child Safety-PSA 14 14 11 39 

PSA/CHILDRENS ACT 23 21 20 64 

PSA/Connect360 Homeland Security-PSA 77 74 34 185 

PSA/Easterseals Golf Tournament 2021   79 79 

PSA/EEO 22 21 21 64 

PSA / Oakwood Cemetery Project 67 57 40 164 

PSA/-WCOV Charity 81 77 53 211 

PSA/-WCOV Gives Back-Common Ground 72 67 44 183 

PSA/-WCOV Gives Back-FSC 49 39 27 115 

PSA/-WCOV Gives Back-MACOA 64 41 28 133 

PSA/-WCOV Gives Back-Mercy House 70 67 51 188 

 

    
1,342  

    
1,293  

       
979  

    
3,614  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


